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BY 
FELIX E. BROWDER 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. PoPKEN at the meeting of December 19, 1959) 
In the precedi11g paper of this series 2), we derived some general a-priori 
estimates for elliptic boundary problems, from Theorem 6 on the integral 
representation of solutions of corresponding simpler problems with constant 
coefficients on a half-space of En. It is our present purpose to establish 
this integral representation and prove Theorem 6. (We shall refer to the 
preceding paper as [I]). 
The constant coefficient problem has the form 
(I) Aou = f in En+, Bt,oU = Yi on En-1 for 1 <,j <;;m, 
where Ao is a homogeneous linear elliptic differential operator of order 
2m with constant coefficients, each of the boundary operators Bt,o has 
constant coefficients and is homogeneous of order rJ, the domain G is 
replaced by the half-space En+={x: XI>O}, the boundary r is replaced 
by the hyperplane En-1={x :xEE11,X1=0}, the solution u of (10) is 
of class 0 00 on En+ u En-1 and has compact support in the latter set, 
while the boundary-data functions Yi are defined in terms of another 
function Vo in 0 00(En + u En-1) with compact support by the formula, 
(2) 
where ~ = (xz, ... , x 11 ) is the general point of En-1· 
We seek an integral representation for u, or more precisely for its 
derivatives of order (2m-l), in terms of convolutions involving the 
functions f and vo. To obtain such a representation, we proceed by taking 
Fourier transforms in the tangential variables. Let ~=(~2 , ... , ~11). We 
define for x1;;;. 0, 
(3) U(x1, ~) = J exp (i(~, ~)) u(x1, ~) d~, 
.E,._1 
(4) F(x1, ~) = J f(x1, ~) exp (i (~, ~)) d~, 
.E,._1 
(5) Gt(~) = J Yt(~) exp (i (~, ~)) d~, 
.E,._l 
1) Sloan Fellow. 
2) F. E. BROWDER, A-priori estimates for solutions of elliptic boundary-value 
problems, I., these Proceedings A 63, 145-159 (1960). 
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where the inner product 
" <~, ~> = 2 Xj~J· 
i-2 
If we write 
(where D denotes differential operators involving only D2, ... , Dn), and 
if ak(C) bJ,k(C) are the characteristic forms of Ak and Bi,k respectively, 
then ak(C) is homogeneous of degree (2m-k) while bJ,k(C) is homogeneous 
of degree (r1-k). Using this notation, equation (10) with u and vo having 
compact support implies that U satisfies the differential equation 
2m 
(6) 2 ak(~) Dtk U(x1, ~) = F(x1, ~), X1 >0, 
k=O 
with the initial conditions 
'J 
(7) 2 bi,k(~) Dtk U(O, ~) = Gj(~), 1 ~ j ~ m, 
k•O 
and the final condition 
(8) 
. If we write the characteristic forms of Ao and B1,0 as a(A., ~) and 
b1(A., ~) respectively, we have 
2m 'J 
(9) a(A., ~) = 2 ikak(~)k, b1(A., ~) = 2 ikb1,k(~) A.k. 
k=O k=o 
In particular, the characteristic polynomial of the ordinary differential 
equation (6) is equal to a( -iA., ~) for any given ~ in ErH. 
For fixed h'=O, let Co be a closed rectifiable Jordan curve in the 
complex A. plane containing all the roots of a(- iA., ~) in its interior, 
C1 and C2 similar curves in the left and right A.-half planes containing all 
the roots of a( -iA., ~) in their respective half-plane in their interiors. 
It follows from part (b) of the Definition 1 of regularity that exactly 
. m of the roots (counting multiplicity in the usual sense) lie within Ct 
and m within C2. Set 
(10) l ll't 2ni V(xl, ~) = f f eA(O:t-Bl F(s, ~)[a( -iA., m-1 dA. ds o a, 00 
- f ek1 f e-As F(s, ~) ds [a( -iA., f)]-1 dA.. 
a, o . 
It is easy to verify that V(x, ~) is a solution of (6), while as Xt goes to 
infinity, V(xt, ~) --+ 0. 
The paths Co, C1, and C2 depend upon the choice of~- To facilitate the 
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later discussion, for 1~1 =I we choose the paths arbitrarily under the 
restriction that they satisfy the conditions above, while for general 
~(~#0) we set Co.~=I~ICo.o'' 01,o=I~IOu,, c2,o=I~ICu,, where ~'=1~1-l~. 
Returning to equation (10), we see by Cauchy's theorem and the 
Fubini theorem that V(x1, ~) = V1(x1, ~) + V2(x1, ;), where 
while 
00 
(12) 2niV2(x1, ~) =- J J e-''"'1 -sl F(s, ~)[a( -iA., m-1 dA. ds. 
Since F(s, ~) is the Fourier transform in ~ of an infinitely differentiable 
function with compact support in S:, it follows by an elementary argument 
that Vl(X!, ~}, l~lrVl(Xl, n V2(Xl, n and lnV2(Xl, ~) are summable in ~ 
for every x1 ;;;,0 and every non-negative integer r. If we set 
(13) v1(x1, S:) = (2n)-<n-1) J exp ( -i<S:, ;)) V1(X1, ~) d~, 
with v = v1 + v2, then v1, v2, and v are infinitely differentiable functions 
in x1 and S:, and approach zero as IS:I0- oo faster than any reciprocal 
polynomial. 
. Let us consider the functions v1 and v2 more closely. By Fubini's 
theorem (since F(s, ~) dies off very fast at infinity in ~, uniformly in s), 
we have 
(15) 
and similarly 
( 16) ) 
v2(X1, S:) = i(2n}-" f { J e-i<;.<> J e-''"'1 -sl 
"'I w>-1 c2.< 
. F(s, ~}[a( -iA., ~}]- 1 dJ. dn ds. 
Let us analyze the expression inside the curly brackets in equation (15) 
for a fixed s < x1. (A similar analysis holds by analogy for the corresponding 
expression with x1>s in equation (16).) Introducing the defining equation 
(4) for F, we have for s<x1, 
(17) 
J e-i<~.<> J e"'"'1 -sJ F(s, ~) [a(iA., ~)]- 1 dA. d~ = J e-i<~.n 
En-1 c1, 0 w>-1 
J e"'"'1-•l[a(-iA.,m- 1 dA. J ei<v.<> f(s,y)dyd~= J J 
c1,o En-1 w>-1 En-1 
J eA("'1-s) [a( -iA, ~}]- 1 dA ei<v-~.o) f(s, Y} dy d~. 
0]," 
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Ifdo=inf{-Re(A):AEC1.~,1~l=1}, we may assume that do>O, audit 
follows from the definition of 01.~ and the homogeneity of a( -iA, ~) that 
for large 1~1, the function 
ko(Xt-8, ~) = f e"'"'-sl [a( -iA, ~)]- 1 dA, is O(i~J-Zm+l e-do(a:,-•>). 
c1, < 
Hence, we may interchange the order of integration in the last term of 
(17) obtaining 
(18) f · /(8, y) Ko(Xt-8, ~-y) dy, 
En-1 
where 
(19) Ko(x1 -8,~-y)= f ei<v-~.<> f [a(-iA,m- 1 e"'x,-•>dAd~. 
En-1 C1,E 
The function Ko(Yt, y), defined for Yt>O by replacing (xt-8) by Yt 
and (~-y) by y in equation (19), is positive-homogeneous of degree 
(2m-n) in y, i.e. K 0(cy) =c2m-nK0(y) for c> 0, for indeed, 
) 
Ko(cyt; cy) = f e-i<w.n f [a( -iA, ~)]- 1 e"'".,,.,> dAd~= 
(20) En-1 cu 
= f e-i<il.c<> f [a( -iA, ~)]- 1 e'"-'>v, dAd~= c2m-n Ko(Yt, y), 
. E"-1 c1.~ 
the last equality following from a change of variables in the integrals 
and the homogeneity of the function a(~). 
To study the behaviour of Ko(Yt. y) as Yt--+ 0, we write Ko=Ko' +Ko", 
where 
(21) K 0'(y1,y)= f e-i<il.<>cp(~) f [a(-iA,~)]-1e"1"dAd~, 
E"-1 c1.~ 
(22) Ko"(yt,y)= f e-•&~>(1-cp(~)) f [a(-iA,m-1 e"11•dA,d~. 
E"-1 c1,; 
and cp is a function from C00(En-1) which is 1 for '~' < 1, 0 for In> 2. 
Let k;;;.2m-l. For Yt>O, 
{23) D1k K 0 '(y1, y) = f e-i<v.n cp(~) f [a( -iA, m-IAk e"11' dAd~, 
E"-1 c1,; 
where the interior integral converges. as y1 --+ 0, boundedly in ~ for 
/~1 < 2, to the positive homogeneous function f Ak [a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA of 
c1, ~ 
degree (k+ 1-2m)> 0 in ~- Since the latter function is integrable over 
1~1 ...;;2, it follows that DtkK0'(yt, y) is continuous for Yt>O for all such k, 
and therefore so is Ko'(yt, y) itself. Similarly Df1Ko'(Yt. y) has a suitably 
high derivative with respect to Yt which is continuous up to Yt = 0, and 
hence is itself continuous for y1 ;;;. 0, (or more precisely, uniformly continuous 
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for Y1>0 with a continuous extension to y1;;;.0). As for Ko", we see that 
for Y1>0, 
24) gn-1 . Ct.~ li:QI2k Ko"(YI. y) = I ( -L1e)k (e-•<li.e>) (1-<p(~)) I [a( -il., ~)]-1 ( e"11•dl.d~= I e-•<!1.E>(-L1<)k{(l-<p(~)) I [a(-iJ.,m-1e"11•dl.}d~. 
gn-1 . Ct.< 
The terms in (14) in which cp is differentiated may be treated precisely 
as was K 0', since cp differs from 0 or 1 only on a bounded set. The remaining 
term is of the form 
(25) I e-•<11.<>(1-cp(~)) I (-L1;)k[a(-il.,~)]-1e"ll•dl.d~. 
gn-1 a1.~ 
The interior integral in (25) is a positive-homogeneous function of degree 
(l-2m-2k) in~ when y1=0, and fork sufficiently large is integrable 
over 1~1;;;. l. It follows that for such k, I:QIJKo"(y, y) is continuous for 
y1;;;.0. The same argument applies as well to the derivatives of Ko". 
Collecting our results, we see that Ko, which equals Ko' +Ko", and 
all its derivatives are continuous for y1:>0 and for lt/1 bounded away 
from zero. For Y1 < 0, we set Ko(yl, y) = 0. With this definition, it follows 
from the definition of V1 that 
(26) (2n)ni v1(x~, ~) = I Ko(X1- 8, ~- y) 1(8, y) dy d8. 
E"' 
A parallel argument for V2 shows that there exists a function K1(Y) 
positive-homogeneous of degree (2m-n) in En, 0 for Y1>0, and with 
all derivatives continuous for y1 < 0 such that 
(27) (2n)ni v2(X1, ~) = I K1(x1- 8, ~- y) I (8, y) dy) d8. 
E"' 
Setting K =Ko+K1. we have the representation, 
(28) (2n)ni v(x) = I K(x-y) l(y) dy. 
E"' 
On the other hand, it follows from the definition of v in terms of V that 
Aov =I in En+. Finally, let us remark for later reference that for Y1 < 0, 
the kernel K1 is defined by 
(29) K1(Y1· y) =- I e-•<v.~> I e"11' [a( -il., ~)]-1 dl. d~. 
gn-t a 
The next step in our argument is to show that for IIXI ..;;;2m-l, D"'K(y) 
is continuous for IYI#O. We have already verified the continuity for 
y1;;;. 0 and for Y1 < 0. We need therefore only show that D"' K is continuous 
at Yl = 0. It suffices by the definition of K in terms of Ko and K1 to show 
that (D"' Ko)(O, y) = (D"' K1)(0, y), where each of the functions of the 
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equality is defined as the limit of corresponding functions for Y1 > 0 and 
Y1 < 0 respectively. Let 
k0 (y, ~) = f e"11' [a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA., k1(y1, ~) =- f e-'11, [a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA.. 
al.< a2.< 
The functions k0 and k1 are defined for Y1 > 0 and y1 < 0, respectively, 
and are the Fourier transforms in the tangential variables of Ko and K1. 
As y1--+ 0, ko(y1, ~)--+ f [a( -iA., ~)]-1 dA. for ~ /= 0, and similarly 
01,; 
k1(y1, ~) --+ - f [a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA.. A closer look at the proof of the 
02.~ 
continuity of K 0 and K 1 shows that these limiting values are the Fourier 
transforms of K 0(0, f)) and K1(0, f)), respectively. To prove that 
Ko(O, f))= K1(0, f)), it suffices to show for ~ /= 0 that ko(O,~) = k1(0, ~). But 
ko(O, ~) + k1(0, ~) = f [a( -iA, ~)]-1, where 0 0.< is a contour containing 
co.~ 
all the poles of the integrand in its interior, and hence the sum is zero. 
Similarly to show that (Drx K 0)(0, f))= (D"' K 1)(0, f)), where D"' = D1k Dfi, it 
suffices to show that 
(30) ~fJ f A_k[a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA. =- ~fJ f A,k[a( -iA, ~)]-1 dA., 
01, ~ 02.< 
and the equality follows by the same argument if k <2m- 1. Thus our 
conclusion follows, and K is (2m-I)-times continuously differentiable 
for jyj /= 0, and the 2m-th derivatives are uniformly continuous on the 
open hemi-spheres y1 < 0 and y1 > 0. Differentiating equation (28), we 
obtain for !(XI< 2m, 
(31) (2ni) (2n)n-1 (D"'v) (x) = f (D"'K) (x-y) f(y) dy, 
1if1' 
with D"' K a continuous positive-homogeneous function of degree 
(2m-n-j1Xj), while by the Calderon-Zygmund theory and Lemma 2 of 
[I], the (2m)- th derivatives of v are given by a singular integral transforms 
of Calderon-Zygmund type of f. The estimates which we seek for v are 
therefore a consequence of the Calderon-Zygmund inequality of LP or 
of simpler corresponding Holder estimates established by E. Hopf. 
Using v, we can simplify the problem of the representation for u. 
Taking as a new variable w=u-v, we obtain for w, the differential 
equation and boundary conditions, 
Since B1,0 v for each j is an expression of exactly the same type as g1, 
the estimation problem for u is reduced to the representation problem 
for the special case when f = 0. Since the Fourier transform of w(x1, ·) 
is U(x1, ~)- V(x1, ~) and since V(x1, ~) --+ 0 as x1 --+ oo, it remains true 
after the transformation that U(x1, ~)--+ 0 as x1 --+ oo. Replacing w by u 
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in equation (32), we consider the problem 
(33) 
with the side-condition that U(x1, $)--+ 0 as x1--+ 0. Applying Fourier 
transforms as before, we obtain equations (6) and (7) with F = 0. The 
general solution of these equations for $ = 0 is given by 
(34) U(x1, $) = f ekt p(A.) [a( -iA., $)]-1 dA., 
01,; 
where p(A.) is a polynomial of degree <(2m -1). Since it follows from the 
regularity condition that a(- iA., $) has exactly m roots (with multiplicity 
counted) within Ou, we may write 
(35) 
(both al and az depending also on n where a1 is the product of the linear 
factors of a( - iA., $) corresponding to its roots within 0 1, < and az is a 
polynomial within any roots inside Ou. Since every polynomial p(A.) 
may be written by the Euclidean algorithm as p(A.)=p1{A.)a1(A.)+pz(A.), 
with p2 of degree less than m, while 
(36) f e""• p(A.)[a( -iA., $)]-1 dA. = f ekt p2(A.)[a( -iA., $)]-1 dA., 
a1.< a1.< 
by Cauchy's theorem, we may assume without loss of generality that 
the polynomial p(A.) has degree less than m. Thus 
m 
(37) p(A.) = 2 Pr A,r-1, 
r-1 
Substituting (34) into equation (6) and using the fact that F=O and 
that p(A.) is given by (37), we obtain, 
m 
(38) 2 Pr($) f A,r-1 bt(- iA., $)[a( -iA., $)]-1 dA. = G1($), 1 .;;;j .;;;m. 
r-1 a1,o 
The coefficient of Pr($) in equation (38) is precisely irpr, 1($), where 
Pr,J($) is defined in condition (c) of Definition 1 for the regularity of the 
boundary problem (Ao; B~, 0, ... , Bm, 0). It follows that 
IDet WPr.t($)1 > Cz for l$1 = 1, 
while it follows immediately from the homogeneity of a(C) and the b1(C) 
that Pr.t($) is a positive-homogeneous function of degree (r+rt-2m). 
As a consequence, Det (Pr.t($)) is a positive-homogeneous function of 
degree <2 r1 + 2-1{3m2)). Since the determinant of the coefficients of the 
; 
Pr($) in (38) is therefore non-vanishing for $ = 0, we may solve the system 
{38) for the Pr($) obtaining 
m 
(39) Pr($) = 2 Rrt($) Gt($). 
i-1 
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Since the inverse of a matrix is the transpose of the cofactor matrix 
divided by the determinant, an elementary calculation shows that RrJ(~) 
is a positive-homogeneous function of degree (2m-r-r,). Introducing 
the values of the p,.(~) given by equation (48) into equation (34), we find 
m m 
(40) U(x~, ~) = 1 1 Ur,j(X!, ~), 
i-1 r=1 
where, 
(41) U,., 1(x1, ~) = R,.1(~) G1(~) f eAm, Ar-l [a( -iA., ~)]-1 dA.. 
01,; 
Since u = 1 Ur,J, where Ur,i is the inverse Fourier transform of Ur,J, i.e. 
r,; 
(42) Ur,J(XI, ~) = (2n)-<n-1) f e-•<~.0 Ur,J(X1, ~) d~, 
E"-1 
it suffices to show that each Ur, 1 has a suitable convolution integral 
representation in terms of Yi· 
Let 
(43) Sr,j(X1, ~) = Rr,i(~) f eAm, A_r-l [a( -iA., ~)]-1 dA.. 
a1,; 
Using the constant do> 0 defined above, we have 
(44) 
Hence for any given x1 > 0, S,., 1(x1, ~) is summable in ~ at infinity. To 
avoid explicit reference to the theory of distributions, we shall consider 
the integral representation and the corresponding estimates for Dflu,., 1 
instead of u,.,i with !PI ;;;.ri-n+ 1. (If r1<n, we consider u,, 1 itself). Let 
DfJ=D1fl1 D"'. Then, 
(45) Dflur,j(XI, ~) = (2n)-<n-1) f e-•<re.<> u •. ;.(J(X1, ~) d~, 
E"-1 
where 
(46) u •. i.fJ(x~, ~) = ~"' R,., 1 (~) G1(~) f eAm. ( -iA.)fJl A_r-1 [a( -iA., ~)]-1 dA.. 
a1.e 
The multiplier of G1(~) in (55) is then (except for a factor i 8 ), 
(47) s .. ;.(J(X1, ~) = ~"' R,,;{;) f eko, A_fJ.+•- 1 [a( -iA., ~)]-1 dA.. 
01,E 
Since the monomial A.fl1 +r-1 may be written in the form q1(A.)a1(A.) + q2(A.), 
where a1 is the product of the linear factors of a( -iA., ~) inside Ou and 
q2 is a polynomial of degree <m in A. (and with the coefficient of the 
power A.8 being a positive-homonegeous function of~ of degree (fJ1 + r-s- 1)), 
it follows from the vanishing of the integral of the first summand that we 
may restrict our attention to the term in (56) in which tJ1 = 0. 
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Thus, we wish to study z(x1, x), the inverse Fourier transform in ~ of 
a function Z(x1, ~) of the form 
(48) 
with S given by 
(49) S(x1, ~) = R(~) J A.r-1 e;.,. [a( -iA., ~)J-1 dA., 
01.< 
R a positive-homogeneous function of~ of degree 8, where 8>2m-r-n. 
As before, IS(x1, ~)I< Kl~ls+r-2me-do~IEI, and therefore for each fixed 
X!> 0, S(xl, .;) is summable in ~ over En-1. Since in addition, om is the 
Fourier transform of an infinitely differentiable function g(x) with compact 
support, we have 
(50) z(x1, ~) = J S(x1, ~-y) g(Y) dy, 
E"-1 
with K given by the expression 
(51) S(x1, ~) = (2n)-<n-l) J e-i<~.E> S(x1, ~) d~. 
E"-1 
It follows from the positive-homogeneity of R(~) and equation (47) 
that for c > 0, S(c-1x1, c~) = cs+r-2mS(x1, ~). Hence 
(52) En-1 N l S(cx1, c~) = (2n)-<n-1) J e-i<~.ce> S(cxt, ~) d~ = (2n)-<n-1) 
e-n J e-•<a:.'l> S(cx1, c-1 'f}) d'fJ = c2m-r-s-n S(x1, ~). 
E"-1 
Thus S(x) is a positive-homogeneous function of x of degree 
(2m-r-8-n) for X1>0. Moreover 1~12hS(x, x), being the inverse Fourier 
transform of ( -L1;)"S(x, ~), is uniformly bounded for sufficiently large h 
with a bound independent of x1. It follows that S(x1, ~) is continuous 
together with all its derivatives up to x1 = 0. We may therefore extend 
S(x) on the unit sphere \x\ = l over the hemisphere x 1 < 0 to be infinitely 
differentiable over the whole sphere, and more generally, for I xi# 0, 
define S(x) = lxl2m--r-s-n S(lxl-lx). The resulting function S is obviously 
a positive-homogeneous function of degree (2m-r-8-n) on all of En, 
infinitely differentiable on the unit sphere, for which equation (50) is valid. 
Suppose finally that g(~) = g(O, ~),where g(x) is an infinitely differentiable 
function with compact support on En+. Then for ~#y, x1 >0, l S(x1, ~-y) g(O, y) =- j ~ {S(x1-8, ~-y) g(8, y)}d8 = (53) 00 0 00 
=-J i(D1S) (x1-8, ~-y) g(8, y) d8-J S(x1 -8, ~-y) (iD1g) (8, y) d8. 
0 0 
Setting g(8, y) and (D1g)(8, y)=O for 8..;;0, the integrals in (53) may be 
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taken from -<X> to <X>. Substituting (53) into (50) and applying Fubini's 
theorem, we obtain 
(54) z(x) = J {S1(x-y) g(y)+S2(x-y) (D1g) (x-y)} dy, 
E"' 
with smooth positive homogeneous kernels S1 and S2. Applying equation 
(54) to the functions Ur, 1, we obtain a corresponding convolution integral 
representation for Ur,i in terms of the derivatives of Vo on En+. 
